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Abstract
We argue that automatic theorem provers should become more versatile and should
be able to tackle problems expressed in richer input formats. Salient research directions
include (i) developing tight combinations of SMT solvers and first-order provers; (ii) adding
better handling of theories in first-order provers; (iii) adding support for inductive proving;
(iv) adding support for user-defined theories and functions; and (v) bringing to the provers
some basic abilities to deal with logics beyond first-order, such as higher-order logic.

Much effort has been spent on developing Automatic Theorem Provers for first-order logic,
most notably with superposition [3, 22, 24], and Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) [4, 5, 16].
Other domains of research have made extensive use of such automatic provers. Domains of
application include powering software verification tools such as F? [25] and Why3 [7]; discharging
proofs in proof assistants such as Isabelle/HOL with Sledgehammer [20] and TLAPS [13];
synthesizing functions from specifications [1]; etc. (see Voronkov’s study [26] for more details).
However, in many cases, the current technologies are limiting factors in their applications,
and need to be complemented by user intervention. In Why3, some proofs must be discharged
manually in Coq [14]; in ACL2, the user is expected to provide some inductive lemmas; in
Isabelle/HOL, Sledgehammer does not succeed in the majority of cases. Even SMT solvers,
very successful on ground problems, are often called on quantified formulas — where they are
incomplete — to express frame conditions or axiomatize theories they do not handle natively.
Automatic inductive provers do exist, but they are usually not good on general first-order logic
(a notable exception is CVC4 [21]).
Even then, some use cases involve formulas that lie completely outside the scope of all
existing systems. Sledgehammer needs to tackle problems containing higher-order formulas
(even constructs as basic as sets are represented by predicates α → bool), (co)datatypes (and
therefore (co)induction), polymorphic types, choice operators, etc. Because even state of the
art automatic provers are unable to process such rich problems, Sledgehammer relies on costly
encodings which tend to add a lot of overhead, making problems much harder. An equivalent
tool for Coq would, in addition, need to deal with dependent types, but many first-order provers
still do not support even simple types. In software verification, tools often need to perform
induction themselves, because the SMT solvers they call are unable to do so; and theorem
proving in higher-order logic is still very difficult to automate.
Therefore, we reckon that the limited scope of individual automatic proof systems is a critical
limitation to their applicability. However, the decades of theoretical research and practical
implementation, both in SMT and first-order theorem proving, should not be lost. Extending
the scope of existing provers and techniques should therefore be an important direction of
research: it is more useful to have provers that are good on a wide range of problems, than
provers which are excellent for a narrow set of constructs that are not sufficiently expressive
for applications. We list a few salient scope extensions that are already required in many use
cases.
Handling Theories by Combining SMT and Superposition A part of the success of
SMT solvers in software and hardware verification is their reliable support for multiple theories,

such as arithmetic (for integers, rationals, reals), arrays, bitvectors, etc. First-order provers have
been historically more limited in this area. It is only in the last few years, with refinements
of hierarchic superposition [6], AVATAR [27], or Tableaux with constraints [23] that first-order
that some provers with support for arithmetic have appeared. In some cases, Superposition
provers can be used as SMT solvers [2]. A challenging, but rewarding, direction of research
should be to combine more tightly superposition-based provers — which have been dominating
FO logic — and SMT solvers. Such an endeavour should spark cooperation between the firstorder and SMT communities. Indeed, the former excel in quantified formulas with equality and
function symbols, whereas the latter are good on ground problems with theories but use heuristic
techniques for quantified formulas. Some already existing techniques for solving this problem
are AVATAR and hierarchic superposition, both implemented in theorem provers; additional
theoretical work include DPLL(Γ+T) [8] and speculative inferences [9], but it remains to be
seen whether practical implementations can be devised.
User-defined Theories with Deduction Modulo If a prover does not support a particular
theory, the user’s only recourse if generally to add (quantified) axioms. Each axiom can have
a significant impact on the search space, the number of formulas, and therefore on the time
needed to discharge a goal. In superposition, the axioms might interact with one another,
creating many clauses that do not contribute to refuting the goal; in SMT solvers with triggerbased instantiation, each axiom can yield many ground formulas that will slow the solver down.
Some axioms, such as associativity and commutativity of a symbol, are known to be extremely
harmful to provers that lack specific mechanisms to handle them.
A solution to that issue might be Deduction Modulo [17], in which theories are specified
by a set of rewrite rules. The rewrite rules act on terms, but also on (atomic) formulas. For
example, the theory of typed sets can be encoded into rewrite rules such as x ∈ (A ∪ B) ; (x ∈
A ∨ x ∈ B); this helps solving proofs obligations stemming from the B method [12].
A related issue is that automated provers usually lack the notion of (recursive) defined function that is pervasively used in proof assistants or inductive theorem provers such as ACL2 [19].
Efficient processing of such functions is still beyond the reach of provers; deduction modulo and
rewriting might be a solution.
Induction Users of Sledgehammer might be surprised to realize that Sledgehammer cannot
show ∀x y : nat. x + y = y + x. Proof assistants such as Coq and Isabelle/HOL make heavy
use of datatypes and induction in their standard library as well as in many developments. In
hardware verification, because state spaces are huge, proving a property might involve finding
an inductive strengthening of the property, rather than exploring every state [10]. In software
verification, loop invariants or function invariants abound.
Still, to the best of our knowledge, the intersection of inductive provers and generalist
automatic provers contains only CVC4 [21]. The vast majority of automatic provers are unable
to perform even the simplest inductive proof. For simple induction, it suffices to generate
each case in some other tool and call the automatic prover on each case. However, it is often
necessary to analyze why subgoals failed, to strengthen the property, and to produce and
prove intermediate lemmas [11, 19]. This can only be done from within the prover. Successful
automatic induction requires tight cooperation between the procedure that proves each case
(e.g., to show p(n) ⇒ p(n+1)) and the procedure responsible for applying the induction schema
in nested induction or to show intermediate lemmas. A classic example of such cooperation is
the Boyer-Moore waterfall [19].

Beyond First-order Logic First-order logic occupies a sweet spot between expressiveness
and computational properties — its semi-decidability, and the ability to rely on unification to
guide proofs. Alas, sometimes its expressiveness is not quite sufficient for the task at hand.
Properties involving sets, comprehensions, sums and integrals, as often expressed in proof assistants, are difficult to express with first-order constructs. Sometimes, a single higher-order
formula is enough to prevent Sledgehammer from finding a proof.
Mixing terms and formulas is already possible in SMT solvers and in Vampire [18]. However,
higher-order provers have difficulties coping with the search space and perform poorly on firstorder logic, suggesting that there is room for improvement here. The Matryoshka project is an
ongoing effort to remediate to this issue, but it seems that going towards richer logics will likely
continue to be a challenge.
The Current Situation Some proof systems have been making progress in the directions
listed above, as hinted by the following (non-exhaustive) list:
CVC4 [4] is a comprehensive SMT solver, featuring many theories, including strings, bitvectors, (co)datatypes, and floating point numbers; moreover, it can perform inductive reasoning on datatypes and generate inductive lemmas. It also performs quite well on firstorder logic and has been entering the arithmetic track of CASC; CVC4 is possibly the
most versatile automatic prover to date.
Vampire [22] has started participating in the SMT competition with good results, in addition
to its excellent results in most categories of CASC. It now supports arithmetic via an
extension of AVATAR, and boolean formulas occurring in terms.
Zipperposition [15] is our superposition prover, extended with integer linear arithmetic, deduction modulo, and inductive reasoning; we are currently implementing support for
higher-order logic.
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